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Optymo for Buyers

Introduction
Buying electronic parts is often a very challenging phase of the manufacturing process, as the
electronics market has a multitude of parameters that have to be taken into account. Most electronic
parts exist as various types, are produced by different manufacturers and are supplied through
several distributors and channels. As a result, the same part may exist with several references, in
which each single digit makes a difference, impacting price and performance.
Substitutes and equivalents provide alternate sources for some parts, but they usually need to be
approved by engineering or customers prior to purchase, depending on the context of use or
operational environment.
There are several stages where Buyers have to investigate the market for sources, prices, and
availabilities:
 Calculating the BOM cost to compare with the product budget
 Producing quotes for a customer or planning production budgets
 Actually buying the parts for manufacturing 
Several specific factors such as packaging, minimum order quantity and delivery requirements may
have a significant impact, not only on the purchase price of the parts, but also on the overall
manufacturing cost when parts remain after production is finished.
With a BOM including several dozens of parts, selecting the best supplier with the best price can
quickly become a significant issue, with the time for preparing a quote or actually buying parts for
a BOM often measured in days.
This is exactly where Optymo helps users. Designed specifically for the electronics industry, Optymo
provides accurate and crucial information in real time for buyers to save time and money, to
capitalize on their daily work and to add value instead of spending time on tedious administrative
tasks.

Importing BOMs
It all starts with BOMs, whether they are the output of the EDA tool or as a spreadsheet file. Optymo
speeds up the importing of a BOM from a minimum set of data, accelerating the import process
for recurring formats. The imported data is immediately completed with the additional information
already in the database for the selected parts (suppliers and manufacturers references, substitutes,
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RoHS compatibility etc.).

Creating Parts
Creating new parts in Optymo's database is done in a matter of a few clicks by the user, using EDI
(Electronic Data Interchange) feature from a supplier site or a search engine. Once a part has been
selected on a supplier's web site, a single click brings it into Optymo's database, with all relevant
data.
For instance, using the Octopart EDI which is integrated with Optymo, new parts can be created
immediately in the database, with references, packaging and availability from several suppliers at
once.

Searching Parts
With native support of multiple references for the
same part, as well as substitutes and equivalents
management, Optymo helps buyers select parts that
are in the database (along with the current stock
level status), or find the best alternative on the
market. Parts selected and newly included in the
database are stored automatically with all relevant
data including prices per volumes, packaging,
minimum order, and delivery time. All of the data
can be updated automatically in one click at any
time. This saves time by having no more tedious
copy and paste actions or manual typing and
eradicates the introduction of errors on supplier references.
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Optymo's database also contains additional information such as RoHS compliance, obsolescence
status or other technical information provided by suppliers.
All possible suppliers referenced for a given part are displayed together in the Parts window for
direct comparison from the same record. Optymo's Smart search engine looks in the database for
parts that match with the selection criteria (price, availability, package type etc.), which is significantly
quicker than undertaking the research manually.

Computing BOM Cost
It is a fact in the industry that 80% of the cost of a product is determined at the design
stage, making it critical to be able to compare the actual cost against the target price
before committing to further expenditure of the full development phase.

This is very straightforward using Optymo because once a BOM is in the database; a simple
click initiates the calculation of its cost for a given volume, with or without labor cost and
with or without substitutes. The user can validate a cost versus an expected budget based
on current pricing data, because Optymo checks if prices are out of date and updates them
automatically, based on predefined criteria.

Preparing Quotations
Whether when quoting a customer or establishing the production cost, buyers are often asked to
provide accurate budget reports. Optymo can calculate in seconds the per unit and total cost for a
given volume of a BOM, providing for each part the suggested supplier with their corresponding
reference, packaging and availability. Additionally the total production cost for a specified volume
showing any unused parts, the latest price paid and maximum prices provide additional indicators
for the buyer to present for consideration.

With this precise and current information, one or a range of quotations can be prepared quickly
without additional effort, and Optymo users can respond to their customers in a matter of hours
instead of days or even weeks.
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Selecting Suppliers and buying Parts
When the time comes to purchase parts, Optymo calculates the actual needs for parts based on the
planned production run, a specific order or a combination of both, taking into consideration various
parameters such as current inventory, use of substitutes, open orders etc. With Optymo, buyers have
immediate access to current stock levels, forecast orders from the sales department and allocations
and are able to purchase parts in the appropriate quantities for manufacturing to avoid overstocking
or creating a parts shortage.

Based on overall needs and information in the database, Optymo suggests suppliers for the different
parts, and prepares several RFQs automatically at once to send out for firm pricing as necessary.
Depending on the purchasing process, RFQs are prepared as spreadsheets to be emailed to
suppliers, or prices can be obtained directly through web services provided by suppliers. Optymo's
flexibility enables buyers to adopt whichever process is appropriate for the need, such as when the
requirement is for the fastest delivery for prototypes or small volumes and getting the best deals
from online providers, or requesting pricing associated with larger volumes for a production run.
Providing accurate and complete forms to suppliers with exact references to the parts that they
carry enables them to give rapid responses in the same format, which allows the user to import
them directly into Optymo's database.
In addition, the fully integrated EDI with online vendors is a real asset as it gives the user the ability
to check prices online automatically in just a few mouse clicks. Obtaining pricing in real time from
multiple vendors will highlight any special offers that are available and can be taken up immediately,
which could save the company a significant amount of money with no extra workload.
Generally only a small quantity of manual entries is needed to complete the prices for everything
specified in a BOM. Once Optymo has all of the data in its database various reports can be produced
based on the stored prices. For instance, Optymo is able to compute the cost of a given BOM for
various quantities in a range around that of the current RFQ and provide in a few seconds a graphical
summary of unit and total costs including parts remaining after production is completed. This type
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of production information is of great value to the EMS in building strong relationships with its
customers. Also it allows an EMS to optimize production volumes based on scheduled shipment
dates and unit cost.
Optymo becomes a great tool for improving margins and increasing customers’ satisfaction without
additional work or putting the production schedule at risk.
With all the calculations completed and the optimum production volume determined and agreed,
Optymo simplifies the final steps by confirming the final supplier(s) selection, automatically
preparing the covering purchase order(s), managing the incoming delivery notes and the production
work order as appropriate.
When ordering from online suppliers, the RFQ is simply updated and transformed into a purchase
order and placed directly online via the EDI integration, making the process fully automated and
accurate.
Optymo's powerful reporting system provides users with benchmarking data such as the period of
receipt of their customer's purchase order from the initial quote. The metrics are very useful data
to assist with the analysis of the quotation process and to keep track of margins over time.

Optimized Inventory Management
Because Optymo natively supports multiple references and substitutes, it avoids users buying the
same part from different suppliers or manufacturers several times, which decreases overstocking
and the financial impact of unused parts that eventually are thrown away. By looking at Optymo's
database, designers could also select parts based on the actual inventory, decreasing the need to
buy parts that already are in stock, which will reduce manufacturing cost and also operational cost
by avoiding unnecessary work for the purchasing department.

Suppliers Relationship
Optymo keeps track of all transactions for parts, and also traces supplier’s performance.
Buyers can measure at any time the volume of business with suppliers, evaluate their quality
according to parameters they define in Optymo and provide key data to base future negotiations.

For more information:
Website: inlynksoft.com
Email: sales@inlynksoft.com
Tel: 1 450 934-9430
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